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POWERFUL

MOON SUN INDUSTRIES
BUILDING TOP-NOTCH MACHINERIES

Moon Sun Industries is one of the most trusted and reliable names in the large-scale sugar industry, 
customized machining job work and heavy fabrication. Having set up numerous gigantic machineries 

and even bigger plants, Moon Sun Industries is truly a symbol of success in the industry

he commitment towards 
making amazing solutions 
and that too at a scale so 
big that it dwarfs even the 
biggest of machineries has 

helped Moon Sun Industries garner great 
recognition and applause from across the 
globe.

Happy customers and clients across 
the world in machining job-work as 
well as heavy fabrication are proof 
enough for Moon Sun Industries’ 
splendid success in the industry. The 
extraordinary multinational growth 
Moon Sun Industries has managed has 
encouraged them further to continuously 
add more companies from diverse 
segments under their clientele. At the 
same time, dominating their key niche of 
sugar mills was never out of focus for the 
incredible team at Moon Sun Industries 
since they’ve continued to deliver turnkey 
projects in the field of Sugarcane crusher, 
Sugar mills, Jaggery Plants, Jaggery 
Powder Plants, Khandsari Plants, Open 
Pan Boiling Plants, Closed Pan Boling 
Plants, etc.

With years of experience and expertise 

with cutting-edge technologies, the 
amazing people at Moon Sun industries 
have created a powerful impact with each 
and every client they have worked with.

GREAT EXPERTISE AND EXECUTION
Led by Mohd. Shahvez Khan, this amazing 
manufacturing company has seen growth 
at a staggering rate. Nurturing great talent 
and inculcating diverse expertise among 
the personnel has always been a key focus 
at Moon Sun Industries. An MBA alumnus 
from Symbiosis Pune, Mohd. Shahvez is 
an amazingly energetic and enthralling 
leader who always encourages the team 
to come up with pragmatic and effective 
solutions.

SIMPLY BEING THE BEST
Apart from being at the forefront of 
technology, the company operates with 
supreme honesty and integrity. This 
has helped them build long-lasting and 
beneficial relationships with their clients 
across the world. Sheer will to deliver the 
best and practical solutions is another 
great quality of the team at Moon Sun 
Industries. Not only the team, Moon Sun 

Industries has great collaborations with 
various organizations and companies 
across the world in various verticals 
which makes them even fit for project 
consultancy. Be it positioning of machinery 
or the calculation of individual equipment 
performance, Moon Sun industries always 
makes sure that the best practices are 
being followed and that nothing but 
foolproof solutions are implemented. The 
tried and tested process of whole project 
management methodology that Moon 
Sun Industries follows is continuously 
evolving based on their experience and 
experimentation. 

The innovation quotient is high too 
for the team at Moon Sun Industries. 
Their design engineering team has done 
wonders in the past and still strives to re-
imagine the best solutions for their clients 
with incremental as well as exponential 
optimization and improvement. Moon Sun 
Industries makes sure that they invest in 
the best software and training for their 
engineers so that their clients are best 
served and can enjoy the transformational 
power of innovation and out of the box 
thinking.
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